
Photography Sectorday  

Reports of the thematic discussion groups per theme.  

Theme 1 ― Minutes Archival care and legacies
What should I do with all my images? (Re)organise, save and forget: care for your archives and for 
photographic legacies. What does care for photo archives in all its material manifestations consist 
of? How to organise analogue and digital visual material and make it available? Should we keep 
everything? Questions about the preservation and management of the photographic legacy can be 
important for the living photographer, but also for the heirs.

Moderator: Laura Herman (Curatorial Studies KASK Gent) 
Speakers: Inge Henneman (lecturer, writer, administrator of the artistic estate of Joris Ghekiere), 
Rebecca Wilton (Lighting The Archive), Sylvia van Peteghem (currently researcher at the archives 
of photographer Michiel Hendryckx), Leonard Pongo (artist), Aglaia Konrad (artist), Stella Lohaus 
(curator and founder of “SOS Nalatenschappen”), Ann Deckers (head collection FOMU), Rony 
Vissers & Bart Magnus (Meemoo – Vlaams Instituut voor het Archief), Jan Stuyck (Flanders Art 
Archives Centre – M HKA) 
Report: Joelle Daems (FOMU)

Lighting The Archive

The thematic discussion about archival care started with a short presentation by Rebecca Wilton 
from Lighting The Archive, an initiative by Berlin based photographers. In Germany, there were 
plans for a federal institution of photography, and although they were already thinking about the 
location of the institution, Lighting The Archive asked themselves: what is the purpose of this 
institution? What is their agenda? Which voices are represented, and which voices are neglected? 
Does a specific approach lead to a specific way of archiving? What about the ongoing 
digitalisation? What kind of knowledge are they preserving and is it understood by others? Many 
voices are not represented.   
They asked themselves whether it is even possible and desirable that one institution or archive 
brings together all the various appearances of the medium of photography. Therefore, they 
interviewed eleven photographers about the idea of an institution, about their interests, personality 
and approaches. They used the interview as methodology, and they talked about for instance how 
many prints the photographers make, about making safety copies and about their system. They 
asked themselves: what is actually a system? A good system is a luxury good. They also focused 
on including East German photographers, since there are almost no remaining vintage prints from 
the East of Germany. Rebecca Wilton ends her presentation by stating that young photographers 
wished that they would have been taught about archiving in an early stage, such as in art school.

Experiences

After this short presentation, the other speakers all briefly talked about their experience regarding 
archival care and legacies. Sylvia van Peteghem shared some practical insights in describing and 
organising an archive. She highlighted the importance of adding a name to the photographs, and 
writing it without ink, but with pencil. She also advised not to use acid free stickers. Furthermore, 
she advised to show your pictures to the public, do not hide them. She also opts for letting the 
living photographer make the collection.

Stella Lohaus is the daughter of sculptor Bernd Lohaus and tells about her experience as heir. 
Bernd Lohaus only used photography on a documentary level in the archive. Stella Lohaus started 
by separating the collection from the archive, and the archive is everything that is not sculpture, 
such as letters, documents or slides. She highlights the fact that there is a fear of sharing, and a 



fear to unlock the archive. She advises to make the archive visible and to go through all the 
information. Furthermore, she notes that you need to detach yourself from the archive and distance 
yourself as a family member. You can set up peer groups who appreciated the artist to discuss the 
work.

Jan Stuyck supports artists with their archival care for legacies. They provide tips and tricks, 
workshops, and they work with young artists. There is a difference between the oeuvre, the 
artworks and the archive. It is important to discuss these topics. Furthermore, they focus on 
preserving time based art such as performances and the status of the photograph.

Inge Henneman highlights the importance for all living artists to order the archive, and to decide 
the oeuvre. What do you want when you are not there anymore? She says that being an heir is a 
strange and difficult position, since you are in-between the public and the private. The most 
important thing is to make the collection accessible, therefore a database is needed, an inventory, 
publications, exhibitions, and doing research. There is a need for a network of people who are in 
the same situation, and there is a need for support for individuals who are in this situation.

Ann Deckers explains that FOMU has a large funds collection, which was acquired from a museum 
perspective. Not everything can be acquired, and we do not have to own everything, but there is a 
need for a network that manages the collections which are not included in museums. FOMU is 
looking into techniques to describe and digitize the funds quicker, such as digitizing negative 
sheets, and facial recognition. She highlights the importance of information that is included in the 
collection of photographers, and therefore she feels like it is better to gather all the information, 
instead of letting the photographer make a selection. However, this is a long and sensible process 
with the photographer. Furthermore, it is important to look at the photographer and the context, 
therefore we need to start interviewing artists, like they already do in contemporary art.

Bart Magnus focuses on the digitisation of audio visual and photographic material. There already is 
a advice group for digital heritage and a network where they share expertise. He highlights the 
importance of the question regarding basic care, since artists are no archivists. What is basic care? 
What can you do on a day to day level? Such as: how do you name your files? What is the 
metadata, how do you make a good backup?

Aglaia Konrad has a large archive of photography and film, which is mainly analogue. Her artworks 
are presented in an exhibition or a book, everything else goes into an archive. The archive exists of 
objects she has been looking at, and she often re-uses the photographs for new artworks. Her 
perspective on her own photographs changes. She is not sure about keeping all of it, she does not 
yet know what to do with it.

Leonard Pongo does assignments for the press, but also creates work for the museum. Because of 
his photojournalistic work, he created an archive. He has a system, the images are in folders and 
the folders are classified by dates. He makes a description for every photo and writes down which 
people are represented. Now there is also the problem of digital archives and the backups. He is 
teaching his students how to create a system, how to classify things, and how to create an archive. 
Furthermore, he highlights the fact that there is no base today for images in Congo. How to make 
prints or negatives of former photographers in Congo accessible? There is no local institution, 
there are for instance no scanners, and the weather conditions make it hard to keep the prints.

The Platform

What can the platform do for archival care and legacies? Firstly, we need a map of all the initiatives 
which are already there. We need to share the knowledge on a very practical level. Basic care also 
needs to be part of art education. Furthermore we must prevent archives that are not related to 
institutions, galleries, with no heirs, to get lost. Therefore, we need guidelines, a toolkit, each 
other’s advice and for instance a thesaurus.



Theme 2 ― commissioning policy
Commissions are an important source of financing for the independent photographer. A few 
decades ago there was also a strong focus in our country on involving photographers in 
documentary photography assignments. This is still taking place today, but in a very fragmented 
way. How can the autonomy of the photographer be guaranteed within such a collaboration and to 
what extent can institutions finance such photography assignments via the arts and/or heritage 
decree?

Moderator: Steven Humblet (writer, lecturer and curator) 
Speakers: Antje Van Wichelen (artist), Nick Hannes (photographer), Jan Kempenaers 
(photographer), Cateau Robberechts (Vlaamse Bouwmeester), Egon Verleye and Petrus Kemme 
(VAI – Vlaams Architectuurinstituut) 
Report: Joelle Daems (FOMU)

The thematic discussion started by presenting two different kinds of commissions. Firstly, there is 
an open commission with more freedom. Secondly, there is an assignment, which has strict 
boundaries and a framework. After that, the photographers described some of their experiences 
regarding the various commissions.

Open commissions

Jan Kempenaers was commissioned by FOMU to photograph the harbour in 2000, which resulted 
in a book and an exhibition. He felt like it was too local and not really interesting for his career. 
Furthermore there was no distribution of the book. Kempenaers remembered that he was not 
supported by the museum and that no one was really involved in it. Inge Henneman who was 
curator at FOMU at that time, however, thought they did do the selection together and had a lot of 
talks. There was a substantial fee and a committee of experts that gave feedback.

Antje Van Wichelen got commissioned by the photo festival in Cologne. She was asked to work 
with the photographic archive of the Rautenstrauch-Joest-Museum in Cologne. She already met 
the curator of photography in 2017, but the commission did not have a form yet. It was her first big 
museum show, and the effects were not immediately visible, but after that other museums and the 
Dakar Biennale also invited her. Although the curator sometimes wanted to add more photographs 
of their own collection to the work, she still felt very free during this commission.

Assignments

Nick Hannes explains that there is a really big difference between commissions by photo museums 
and commissions by authorities such as a municipality. However, when he is doing the projects it 
feels the same and that can also be a problem. He for instance did a project on refugees for 
Noorderlicht in Groningen where he got a lot of autonomy. In contrast to that, he did a commission 
for the province of Limburg which was more narrow. He received a list of cultural heritage places in 
the province and photographed them for one year.  
While photographing he was really happy with the result, but in the end, the province started to 
interfere with the selection for political reasons. They wanted to get rid of old heritage places or 
thought there were too many cars in the photos. Eventually, Nick did not want his name on the 
cover of the book. He feels like there is a lack of trust in the photographer and a lack of knowledge 
of the medium of photography. He points out the need for more independence for photographers 
while keeping a framework and highlights the importance of an advisory committee.

Photographs of architecture



Petrus Kemme (VAi) and Cateau Robberechts (Vlaamse Bouwmeester) share their experience 
regarding the documentary photography commissions created by their architecture institutions. VAi 
creates an architecture ‘yearbook’ every two years. Petrus Kemme says that there is a shift, since 
VAi first commissioned many photographers, but now all the architects do it. VAi gives the 
photographers a lot of freedom, but there is no clear policy and the commissions are quite informal. 
Exhibitions are often created by an architect or a researcher. Petrus Kemme asks what other 
functions there might be for photography at the VAi, and what extra layer photography can bring to 
the institution.

Cateau Robberechts says that they do not have the same relationship with the architects and the 
commissions. They still create their own archive of photographs, and also want to acquire certain 
publication rights. They have an open call, and they wish to contribute to reflection and research. 
They feel like they have a cultural task and they are open to more experimental things.

Contracts

The photographers briefly talked about contracts, but they did not really encounter problems. They 
keep the copyrights to themselves, and do not want to lose control over how the photos are used.

The Platform

The crucial question is how a platform for the photography sector could help organisations and 
photographers by creating new commissions. How could we develop a policy that creates a more 
dynamic photographic landscape in Belgium? Should we as photographers create more initiatives, 
by reaching out to the institutions? How can the institutions reach out to the photographer, and how 
can photographers find the institutions?  
There is an interest in developing a committee which could advise photographers and 
organisations who want to work with commissions. There is a need to connect new and young 
photographers to the organisations, since they always choose the same established 
photographers. This could also be very helpful for small archives and organisations. Finally, there 
is a need for mentorship and more relations between the photographers and the institutions.

Theme 3 ― fair practices & subsidies

Moderatie: Maartje Stubbe (FOMU) 
Sprekers: Maria Baoli (fotograaf), Arian Christiaens (fotograaf), Katrin Kamrau (fotograaf), Dirk De 
Wit (Kunstenpunt) 
Verslag: Simon leenknegt (Kunstenpunt)

Summary ― In our two meetings today, we have approached fair practice from the perspective of 
fair pay. We sat down with image-makers, professionals from the sector’s support structures, as 
well as members of artist-led initiatives from the Belgian Dutch and French speaking communities.

Dirk De Wit (Kunstenpunt) introduced the tools of Juist is Juist, a campaign on fair practice 
reaching out to the art scene in Flanders. Maria Baoli and Arian Christiaens shared insights into 
their work practices with us.

These talks underlined on the one hand the need to strengthen the dialogue between the 
photography sector and the Flemish subsidized art scene and on the other hand a clear need for 
image-makers to have guidelines to support them in negotiating their fees with clients from the 
cultural sector. As possible future actions for a Platform Fotografie, we see a clear plea for 
providing similar tools for commissioned work and the publishing sector. We experienced a great 



openness towards a peer-to-peer exchange and peer-to-peer learning. A big thank you to everyone 
involved today!

First round of thematic discussion groups 

1. Kennismakingsronde => mensen worden uitgenodigd om een vraag op een post-it te noteren

• Reniere (fotograaf, sociaal werker): bestaat er een gecentraliseerde infopunt over 
subsidiesystemen?

• Filip (fotograaf, uitgever): schreef vraag neer
• Johannes (kunstenaar/fotograaf, lesgever LUCA, werkt bij Kunstwerkt): fundraiser 

campaign: hoe doe je dat?
• Heleen Van Maele (fotograaf, lesgever in 3 secundaire scholen): wilt professionele 

feedback als lesgever
• ? (journalist en fotograaf): hoe doe je aan prijszetting?
• Lies De Jaeger (werkt voor Breedbeeld): hoe kunnen we opdrachtgevers beter opleiden?
• Robbrecht (beginnend fotograaf): waar moeten kunstenaars naartoe voor exposure te 

krijgen?
• Mieke Coppieters (Beroepsfotografen.be): opdrachtgevers opleiden
• Jeroen Bokke (fotograaf, lesgever aan KDG): wegwijs in subsidies, maar zoekt ook raad 

om met groep van mensen zich te organiseren 
• Josefien (voormalig fotoredacteur van De Morgen, nu zelfstandig fotograaf): aan de kant 

van de opdrachtgever en aan de kant van de fotograaf: wat moet het hoofddoel van de 
subsidies zijn? Hoe worden ze verdeeld?

• Maartje (FOMU): welke rol kunnen we als instelling spelen? Zijn subsidies afgestemd op de 
noden van fotografen?

• Bart Magnus (Memoo): wat is de rol van het auteursrecht in het werk van fotografen? Ook 
belangrijk bij het archiveren van nalatenschappen

• Peter De Bruyne (curator bij CGB): hoe kunnen we vanuit vastgelegde budgetten voor 
expo’s zo fair mogelijk werken?

• Elise Bruyneel (fotograaf): wat is mogelijk voor opdrachtgevende organisaties
• Lore Stessel (fotograaf en schilder): werkt veel met dansers, labo in Leuven, verhoudt zich 

tot veel kwesties: hoe mezelf verlonen in de begroting van een projectsubsidie voor het 
maken van een boek (mag iedereen verlonen, behalve mezelf)? Hoe fair practice 
inbrengen in een subsidiedossier? Wat met galerie expo's van werk dat niet bedoeld is voor 
verkoop, daarin is er alleen geld voorzien voor productie, maar daar kan je niet van leven, 
andere aspecten zijn niet verloond. Moeten we als fotografen niet samenkomen om dingen 
af te dwingen?

• Jeroen (straatacteur, videokunstenaar en fotograaf)
• Pascale Viscardy (FWB Culture), is hier om te luisteren
• Neoza Goffin (interdisciplinaire kunstenaar, net afgestudeerd) stelt tentoon bij Tatjana 

Pieters, sukkelt met excel file van begroting bij subsidies. Waarom moet je mensen inhuren 
of je te helpen bij subsidieaanvragen?

• Peter Waterschoot (kunstenaar en half tentoonstellingsmaker, daarnaast ook multiple 
jobholder): wil voor eerste keer een projectsubsidie aanvragen

• Jos Boek: de fotograaf krijgt 90% van de publicatie!

Main threads:

• Calculating wages, relation between the photographer and the commissioner/partner
◦ for your work as an artist => how do I do that as an artist (in commissions, in 

funding applications), vis-à-vis different types of commissioners (art world vs. the 
media, other value chains) => wage calculator juistisjuist.be might help, for the arts 



context ; take into account the whole context, not one aspect of a fee, broader 
understanding of fair practice than as fair pay

◦ weight of a fair artist wages in the commissioner’s/partner’s costs: how to do that in 
a fair way? (also fair towards yourself?) and how ‘realistic’ is that? => the wage 
calculator 

• Funding :
◦ Practical information on type of subsidies available/how to apply for funding => 

Kunstenpunt organises 2 infosessions on 24/3 en 30/3
◦ Questioning the system of subsidies: are they geared to the practice of 

photographers?
• Gathering other resources:

◦ Fundraising, organising a group of individuals to be stronger, role of copyright in 
total income

2. Juist is Juist wage calculator

Intro door Dirk De Wit over Juist is Juist, fair practices, looncalculator: hoe kwam het tot stand? 
Hoe marcheert het?

Maria Baoli legt case uit waarin ze een boek uitgeeft, maar geen fee voor zichzelf vraagt.

Second round of thematic discussion groups 

Vragen van deelnemers:

• Actress, director theatre: wil project doen met verschillende fotografen, wil de 
mogelijkheden voor fondsen weten en hoe ze de fotografen kan verlonen

• Photography platform: subsidiemogelijkheden kennen
• Kunstenaar: prijsberekening en onderhandeling over loon
• Fotograaf: zoekt geld!
• Kunstenaar: wat zijn de subsidie-opties die er zijn
• Fotograaf/teacher: kan ik mijn prijsbeleid enten op iets uit de fotografie?
• Hoe kunnen we als peer een vertrouwensrelatie onderhouden
• Fotograaf: werkt als beeldende kunstenaar: geen commissies zoals andere fotografen
• Documentary photographer
• Cultuurloket
• Organisatie die advies geeft aan jonge kunstenaars: kunnen ze een kunstenaarsstatuut 

krijgen? Kunnen ze op een voordelige manier zelfstandig zijn?
• Fotoagentschap: ondersteuning en wegwijs maken en promotie doen voor jonge 

fotografen 
• Funding for personal projects
• Fotograaf die in het algemeen worstelt met zakelijke aspect van bestaan
• Info over subsidiemogelijkheden
• Fotograaf die vooral zelf projecten financiert, zoekt subsidiemogelijkheden
• Idem
• Idem, wanneer zal ik zelf eens iets verdienen aan mijn fotografie werk!
• Hoe zelf een prijs berekenen!?
• Ondersteunt jonge fotografen via inspiratie over manieren om verder te gaan
• Kunstenaar-fotograaf, naast full-time job
• Idem, subsidies?!
• Hoe onderhandelen met kleinere instellingen voor prijzen? Organiseert zelf een kleine 

biënnale, hoe in ons zakelijk model fair practice incorporeren?
• Subsidiemogelijkheden!! Frameworks to use during exhibition
• Publisher: interesse in subsidiemogelijkheden

Main threads:

https://www.juistisjuist.be/en/tools/calculator-uitkoopsom/


• Praktische vragen over welke subsidies er zijn/hoe => oppakken in het fotografie platform?
• Prijszetting: hoe aan te pakken? Zeker als je met andere precaire partners onderhandeld
• Bredere problematiek: hoe organiseer ik mijn praktijk zodat ik er niet aan verlies of aan 

verdien?

Uitleg Dirk De Wit

• Vraag over PhD en copyright over werk dat gemaakt wordt => verschilt per instelling, maar 
er zijn voorbeelden waarbij het auteursrecht van het tijdens PhD geproduceerde werk in 
handen is van de instelling.

• Vraag over residenties van de Vlaamse Overheid: ze bieden rijkelijke per diems, maar dat 
is geen loon, dus ik moest bijkomende inkomensbronnen voorzien (airbnb van eigen 
woning) => nagevraagd aan de overheid en die zeiden dat je dat best maar doet (dus 
feitelijk aanmoedigen van semi-legale zaken!)

Case van Arian Christiaens

• Kreeg een niet op een subsidiedossier voor een boek, een van de redenen was dat ze 
freelance, dus ze hoefde geen geld zogezegd

• Case van samenwerking met APE, heeft geen geld verdiend aan verkoop van het boek, 
maar moest ook niet veel voor betalen

• Iets voor platform fotografie: verfijning van looncalculator naar specifieke situatie van 
fotografen

Maartje vraagt naar ervaringen van fotografen die subsidies in KD aanvroegen, maar afgekeurd 
kregen: welke argumenten? 

• Documentaire fotograaf maakt geen kunst! 
• Iemand die met ervaring (in de podiumkunsten) spreekt over professionele dossier 

schrijvers

Other questions from the group:

I want to learn more about the excel-file being part of the application for subsidies in Flanders.

How can we educate organizations that hire photographers to offer a correct fee?

What are the different funding ways?

Where should starting photographers turn to to get more artistic exposure?

How to determine a competitive price taking into account fees for competitions, budget, expenses, 
post-production, …?

What is the difference in the application for subsidies in Flanders concerning ‘individueel praktijk’ 
and ‘aanvraag voor een groep/atelier/collective‘?

How to take your own fee into account in the application documents for a project subsidy in 
Flanders?

How to be well paid for making exhibitions?

How can we organize photo projects in urban spaces with enough budget for both photographers 
and curators?

How to determine a correct fee for making a photo report for the works of other artists?



Where can I find feedback on my work?

How do you look at income from copyright? Is it a necessity or do you rather want a fair fixed fee 
when you make the work while transferring copyright to the commissioner?

How can we sensibilize local governments, especially cities and associations, to work with 
professional photographers instead of cheaper amateurs?

Does anyone have tips or tricks for a fundraiser campaign (other than Kickstarter, IndieGoGo, 
fund-it-yourself)?

Theme 4 ― Inclusivity and plurality of voices 
Moderator: Ruth Loos (research-arts-society Sint Lucas Antwerp)
Speakers: Taha Riani (Allyens), Danial Shah (photographer), Guinevere Ras (Nederlands 
Fotomuseum), Ans Brys (photographer) 
Report: Ine Vermeylen (Kunstenpunt)

Introduction

• (Upcoming) Platform for Photography (as a whole) -> our table: diversity, inclusion, 
multivocality, … We know WHY we’re here, we know the WHY, today -> (sharing 
experiences of/perspectives on) HOW

• A lot of homework is already done: all kind of useful sources to continue our homework and 
inspire concrete actions will be shared through the Platform 

Todays scope and planning  
I thought of a specific verse (poem of Mahmoud Darwish: Think of Others)  
“As you liberate yourself /also translated as: As you express yourself in metaphor, think of others 

(those who have lost the right to speak).”

Mahmoud Darwish: Think of Others - from Almond Blossoms and Beyond
As you prepare your breakfast, think of others 

(do not forget the pigeon’s food). 
As you conduct your wars, think of others 
(do not forget those who seek peace). 
As you pay your water bill, think of others 
(those who are nursed by clouds). 
As you return home, to your home, think of others 
(do not forget the people of the camps). 
As you sleep and count the stars, think of others 
(those who have nowhere to sleep). 
As you liberate yourself in metaphor, think of others 
(those who have lost the right to speak). 
As you think of others far away, think of yourself 
(say: “If only I were a candle in the dark”).

• And of a specific IG-post: in the end we will not remember the words of our enemies, but 
the silence of our friends -> silence is violence) 
 

• We’re not staying in abstract/general thinking today but talking/sharing concretely, through 
concrete (work related) experiences/perspectives of four speakers (and participants) 



• Two main threads with 3 interrelated questions for the four speakers (and also for 
participants of today).  

->  ‘making photography field inclusive’ & ‘responsibility as images makers (artistic practice)’

Intro speakers 

Guinevere Ras works at the Nederlands Fotomuseum as a curator and expert on multivocality. 
Guinevere focuses on the decolonisation of the narrative space with exhibitions that both question 
and complement the dominant Western narrative. She has recently been involved in the 
development of the Gallery of Honour of Dutch Photography (2021). 
Her past career included work on Afterlives of Slavery (Tropenmuseum, 2018), Healing Power 
(Museum Volkenkunde, 2019) and Africa Inspires (Afrika Museum, 2020). She has also 
participated in the drafting of national guidelines for researching traces of slavery and colonial 
history when cataloguing art collections (Handreiking onderzoek naar sporen van slavernij en het 
koloniale verleden in de collectieregistratie, published in 2021 by the Cultural Heritage Agency of 
the Netherlands). 

Danial Shah is a documentary photographer and filmmaker from Pakistan. He is interested in 
issues related to human condition and the environment they interact with, particularly related to the 
marginalised. His work has been published in The New York Times, The Times London and  Herald 
Magazine. Danial studied DocNomads Joint-Masters in Documentary Film Directing for which he 
was awarded full scholarship in Lisbon, Budapest and Brussels. Since 2021, he is a part of PhD 
researchers of Sint Lucas Antwerpen and University of Antwerp working on his project, Visions of 
becoming and belonging: an (autobiographical) exploration of photo studios in Balochistan, 
Pakistan.

Ans Brys is a Belgian documentary photographer with a focus on interpersonal connections. As of 
2015 she is working on 'Alle Menschen (werden Brüder)', ongoing visual research into the 
perception and biases that exist in relation to migration within the Schengen zone. She works as 
an independent freelancer for NRC Handelsblad and her work has been featured a.o. in The New 
York Times, The Guardian, De Volkskrant, De Morgen, De Tijd,... As of 2017 Ans is a member of 
Women Photograph, a worldwide collective to elevate the voices of women and non-binary visual 
journalists and since 2020 she is an active member of The Journal, covering the COVID-19 crisis 
as a mother. She is the founder of The Female Gaze, an exclusive print sale by nearly 60 female 
Benelux photographers during the first months of the COVID-19 crisis in support of women dealing 
with exploitation. She combines her work with teaching Photography (non-fiction) at Sint Lucas 
Antwerp since 2009.

Questions for 4 speakers 

• 4 positions: 2 x image making + curating + communication/marketing 
• Same questions for participants - Conversion between all participants, not just listening.  

1. What kind of intention(s) did/do you have (related to a specific need/gap/problem) /what do 
you find important to focus on from your personal work-related point of view/ your specific 
experience/knowledge? 

2. What specific challenges / pitfalls did you encounter/do you see? 
3. What specific steps have you taken/are you taking to put it into practice?  

->  1., 2., 3. can be answered very concrete, or by using concrete examples/ stories as speaking/
revealing images

• In an intercultural society, the impact of image creation cannot be underestimated. 
Photography bears a great responsibility to embrace that diversity and is expected to look 
around with as much inclusion and openness as possible. But are we applying this in 
practice? Are we already sufficiently alert and what can we do concretely? Are there 
barriers of which we are not aware of and how can we remove them? At this table: 
Inclusivity and plurality of voices, we want to look as broadly as possible. 

• How is the question for today? All kinds of different projects have already been tried.   
• Imposing English as the official language is already problematic. 



• Guinevere Ras: The Gallery of Honour consists of 99 iconic works, plus one empty frame. 
This symbolises the photograph that – consciously or subconsciously – was not chosen or 
noticed, not known or not (yet) appreciated. The public can pick this ‘missing photo’ 
themselves. In this way, the Gallery of Honour invites everyone to offer a response to the 
current selection of photographs. Visitors can add their own +1 photo with a special app 
during their visit to the Gallery of Honour. As a curator you must always be very aware of 
your responsibility. Policy and persons are chansing - she always felt like an intruder/ a 
parasite. She was always complaining. She is happy that she is not the only one who is 
carrying the weight. Silence is violence. 

• Selection? 800 photos, but also lots of photos of pets and many grandchildren. 6 people 
choose the best photos (within the submissions). For example: Paul Julien, you don't want 
to erase this, but you don't want a reproduction of that crime. He was not chosen because it 
was not an honour for the gallery of honour. 

• Danial Shah: You are powerful because you can buy a camera. Often the feeling that you 
have to reproduce work, under the influence of western norms and standards. Now try to 
deconstruct everything colonised as much as possible. How? By asking many questions 
about identity and power. A lot of people make images the way they think about them and 
start from the western standard. So a new way of looking may be sought. 

• And that starts with education. 95% of the teachers are still white. This already creates a 
very clear and, above all, one-sided picture. If you are allowed to go to art school from 
home, you will once again end up in a new world. You want to go inside, into that new 
world. You will adapt as soon as possible. And that's just a lack, that diversity could have 
been so much more interesting. But the teachers only told 1 story. 

• You have to claim the power. The dominant is hard to let go, although there is now a newer 
wind. Problematic in our education: still very old fashioned. 

• Problematic that we are only talking about migration/colour here, this is not inclusion. 
• Many people who teach find it difficult to find a balance between what you are told and what 

you are taught. Students with a migration background are often caught between: not 
western enough on the one hand and not exotic enough on the other. 

• It's about reading pictures.  
• There are still often completely unethical photos that pop up, even in submissions for major 

competitions. We should be very aware of this, but apparently this process takes a lot of 
time. HOW DO WE GIVE MORE AWARENESS?! How do you get more people to get 
involved? 

• It's problematic that this is still a theme! Inclusiveness should be a topic in every group, on 
a day like today. Not as a separate theme and a closed conversation, separate from the 
various topics. 

• Another problem is that a lot of people are separated from their work, but this is no longer 
possible! You can make great work, but stop giving problematic people so much visibility. 

• We need catch ups like “the female gaze”, but that in itself is also problematic. We need to 
make sure it doesn't stay segregated. 

It must be really intersectional! Often it is still about financial difficulties, as a student you still 
cannot start from an equal place/position. Be empathetic as a teacher. Ask them how 
they are doing. Who is there for you. We need this in schools. This is also problematic in 
competitions. For example, to participate, you must immediately deposit a huge amount 
of money in order to participate.

• How can this platform become a community in which we also support each other 
financially? The tricky part is that as a student you don't know, nobody helps you. You take 
out a student loan to produce your thesis. 

• Fight the system. But can you ask this from students? We all have to bear our responsibility 
in this. By continuously asking critical questions. 

• The platform must also do this. Before you do anything, make sure you are critical enough 
from the start. Provide different voices and make voices approachable (accountable). You 
have to invest as well, the artist can't do the work for you. 

• Implement this theme and dare to name who really has the power. 



Closing questions 

What would be your advice for a Platform for Photography that engages with inclusion and what 
are possible functions/tasks/roles? Is this something, an umbrella platform or should it be 
organised differently/elsewhere?

• The organisation was asked in advance whether it would be various people/audience, they 
got a "yes" and that turns out to be not so, AGAIN! STOP THAT! 

• Engage young people! Especially for photography: “everyone” has a camera in their phone 
these days. 

• We must focus even more on supporting matters outside the big institutions. 
• “Everyone is invited” to the platform 
• But also here it is very strange that we keep talking about it, without sufficient knowledge. 

Or be an expert. 
• Ans: how do we approach this? She wants action. 
• Very often it actually goes back to social work, giving people opportunities by facilitating 

studio space. We have to look clearly at connections, we have to grow in that. More bets on 
network. It used to be a luxury to participate. It has to start from the community. YOU STILL 
NEED 1 WHITE MAN TO GIVE YOU ACCESS. So we have to work on that. Who are the 
gatekeepers? How can we prevent this? For example, by changing boards often?  

• We need a platform. And we already failed.  
• Danial asks you to write down your own questions. Ans is going to collect the papers. 
• Our job?  

1. Making clear to the industry that there are things that are just there - inclusivity is 
necessary, we are diverse. 

2. Take your responsibility as a photographer. 
• Important:  

1. We should not have a separate group around inclusivity, it should be in everything. 
But how? It starts with education. And everyone signs the contract. So that you can 
be accountable, we have to address each other here! 

2. Mapping and sharing initiatives 
3. Toolkit & guidelines - how to put in to practise 
4. Lots of institutional things that need to change 

Theme 5 ― Internationalisation and visibility 
Moderator: Lissa Kinnaer, (Kunstenpunt) 
Speakers: Bruno V.Roels, (photographer), Sébastien Van Malleghem (photographer), Rein Deslé 
(curator FOMU), Stefan Vanthuyne (writer, lecturer and founder of the Belgian Platform 
Photobooks) 

First round of thematic discusion groups 

1. Round of table:

Opportunities > always come to the artist, proposed to the artist > mainly open calls and 
residencies

How to take initiative yourself and plan, take control of the trajectory

No borders in Europe

How to plan trajectory to go abroad



How to get more contacts

Looking for residencies abroad

How to do cross-over with other countries

How to interweave the local with the international

How to show your work abroad and how to promote

2. Introduction by Lissa Kinnaer (Kunstenpunt):

International is not always abroad, but also within Belgium. How can we share these international 
experiences, contacts and opportunities directly without depending on the government or 
institutions? What can be done here to give an international aura to the Belgian photography 
sector? How to look more to the other side of the country: Flanders to Wallonia and vice versa

3. Bruno V. Roels (photographer) shares his own experience and practice:

Only started his career late, not having studied photography at an art academy. You need to know 
the doors and possibilities, first in Belgium then abroad. There is no blueprint for success, not one 
door, but try opening as may doors as possible. Of course you will be rejected, but you only need 
one person to say yes. Media editors are waiting for content. Did a workshop with Anders Petersen 
who told him to go to Arles to network (the network always wins). Arles is the photography version 
of the ‘Gentse feesten’. Went to many workshops and then to gallery owners (Gallery 51). Unseen, 
Paris Photo, like Arles, is a hotspot for networking and getting seen. Everything else happened 
because Bruno had shown his work at Arles > Unseen > Paris Photo. 

You have to overcome the fear of failure! How can workshops help you? Two levels: you get an 
opinion (if it’s relevant), but you also meet like-minded people.  Third level from Rein Deslé: 
workshops mean a reference, some more credibility that is a door on your CV.  How much money 
can I spend on photography so my oeuvre is worth being shown > every decision Bruno made led 
to this point > the workshops show this motivation on your CV

Quote from John Baldessari:’ talent is cheap and is not enough so you have to be obsessed + you 
need to be at the right place at the right time’.

4. Rein Deslé (FOMU) shares her viewpoint as a curator

She’s a ‘door’ for photographers and feels the pressure, feels the stories of the stream of artists but 
it’s never enough, even with trajectories like .tiff > it’s never enough

Two angles: how does an institutional curator receive work on her desk? (Rein visits exhibitions as 
much as possible)

Part of a network of curators in European institutions, they share exhibitions, give artists more 
visibility (and share costs)

But institutions are single-minded so this is difficult

The portfolio e-mails are collected and looked at a couple of times a year: a few minutes per 
portfolio  
This almost never gets a result



Why? Some of the work is really not of interest to the institution: look at who you’re sending your 
portfolio to, focus on the institutions and people that fit with your work

A lot of portfolios start from the viewpoint of the maker, but it’s helpful to construct the portfolio from 
the viewpoint of the receiver: key words, help the curator in order to understand the work – prevent 
frustration or unclear communication

Don’t think the receiver will be blown away by the images if there’s so many portfolios to be 
reviewed

Curators are not full-time portfolio reviewers, and at the same time curators want to discover good 
work.

If you’re interested in an exhibition: show how you install your work and how you would exhibit it 
yourself. It shows how you think about your work – this is useful in the portfolio

There’s a more active way to review portfolios:

Studio visits not related to specific projects

Visits that are about exchanging views and giving feedback, rather than aiming for a certain result

Juries, prizes, grants: it’s a way to get noticed! Most of the juries have more than 100 candidates 
so the selection process is again very difficult

How can you invite a curator to your studio?

Rein is going to meet people she’s been wanting to meet for a long time without setting 
expectations

An objective structure to overcome already some barriers: conversations, meetings, interactions

Possible match-making and meeting between curator and artist with no strings attached: it’s long-
term networking

People who were successful knew who they were talking to and what kind of institution FOMU is

If you get the opportunity to meet people in real life, this works better to improve your network.

Are there websites where you can find master classes, prizes, competitions? Search on Google

It seems all or nothing: is there nuance (not always solo exhibition) but also other possibilities 
(group exhibition). Smaller artist initiatives are very important to be seen and to connect.

Festivals are quicker open to collaboration

There are many midsize institutions who are curious about photography – and you can show them 
what you are doing: think about institutions that don’t have a link with photography.

.TIFF: photography experts nominate > selection > publication and exhibition > network and 
reviews What do art schools do to enhance the internationalisation of their students?

Stefan: academies in Flanders get a visit by Breda Photo Festival, but after you’ve graduated it’s a 
difficult situation. During the years of your study, many artists do visit and give feedback, Difficult to 
find your own way after you’ve graduated. 



5. Stefan Vnathuyne

Writer for De Standaard and sometimes for international publications as well – so he is also a 
‘door’  
Founder of the Platform for Belgian Photobooks – publishing ‘door’ – or rather a gate to get to the 
door of the publisher.

Each dummy/publication gets 5 minutes reading time, so the work has to be clear immediately 
Stefan needs to convince his editor/publisher. 80-90% of what Stefan pitches gets published; so he 
selects strictly. 
 
You don’t have to start in Belgium, you can immediately go abroad and present yourself

Make work first and make sure that it is good before you start networking – take your time to build 
it and let it grow. Don’t rush to get noticed.

Social media can play a huge part and look who can be interesting for you. Don’t only stay in 
contact digitally: show up at festivals with your work!

There’re a lot of books circulating: different way to express your work – Narda: also because it is 
often the first encounter for a curator to encounter your work

But distribution is very difficult – how to get your physical books out there? And make sure you 
don’t have a huge stock waiting to be sold.

Show your book, ask bookshops to take your book in consignment: go to Le Bal, etc.

Or go to the publisher and check how they distribute: APE has one of the best international 
distributors in Belgium.

Prices are getting higher, print runs are getting smaller. Publishers are asking the artist to put in 
most of the money. It doesn’t have to be an expensive book > but it has to be the best medium to 
share the work

Some works shouldn’t be a book. If it’s meant as a visitation card: make a cheap version

You’d be amazed how accessible people are!

Going international, how to start? 

Look at opportunities in neighbouring countries not everyone needs to go to NY or Tokio). For 
instance, De Brakke Grond in the Netherlands.

The Flemish government (Departement CJM) gives support for residencies abroad.

Transartists.org is a world-wide platform for residencies and open calls (not only photography)

Online session about residencies: https://www.kunsten.be/ontmoetingen-programmas/infosessie-
kunstenaar-in-residentie/

Would it be useful to have specific grants for emerging photographers only?

The Flemish government (Departement CJM) research and development grants for artists in 
different points of their career > check the website of Kunstenpunt for more info!

Having a physical space is important: there’s a difference in status between the curator and the 
artist and this should be a more horizontal collaboration



Spaces that aren’t galleries are difficult to find, lightness in collaboration is also quite impossible – 
nothing is spontaneous. Light collaborations are meant in smaller spaces (not big institutions like 
FOMU) > look for the smaller art spaces

How sustainable are these smaller spaces?

Yuna from Plagiarama: the look of an artist on other artists, independent, power to the artists 
themselves, linking artists from different generations and experiences, from different nationalities 
or parts of the country.

Freelance curators are easier to approach – they are looking for people, while museum curators 
are tied to a heavy institution

We are very much aware of the vertical power structures and trying to change things. We are all 
doors for each other – including artists.

Share your experience with peers and do not wait for the institutional curator to open the door

Think about how you can share your knowledge and contacts with others > creating some kind of 
community

• Difficult because photography is such an individual medium and seemingly without much 
interaction 

• To be part of the community, you need to put yourself out there and be out-going

• In the Netherlands, the community meets in different institutions, museums and academies, 
for portfolio reviews, fairs and openings – not typical for Belgium: look at mentormentor, 
VZW studio, beroepsfotografen.be, for masterclasses, training, gathering and working 
together.

• Different platforms should communicate more among themselves: no more institutional 
islands

Have smaller platforms get a voice in the heavier institutions too – get a communication flowing

• Réseau Diagonal in France (more institutional) basis of inspiration for the Platform

• Needs of photographers are very different: from commercial, commissioned practices to 
more visual artist practices � various profiles of the photographers

Second round of thematic discusion groups

1. Round of table:

How to make my next book an international success

How to expand my international contacts

How to open a photography space

How to sell / show my work abroad

How do I create a platform for international artists to show their work here



International things are not only happening far away, but also here. International is also within 
Belgium: interweaving Wallonia and Flanders, e.g.

What can be done by a platform for instance?

What are the opportunities abroad?

Bruno V. Roels:

Online platform SNOR on which regularly open calls are published

If you show your portfolio, I will show you my network: sharing networks

Attended many workshop and portfolio reviews

Finding a gallery? Bruno wanted to make art that people would buy

Made contact with gallery in Antwerp > start of making and extending a network

Start expanding your network. You can talk to anyone. Go to art fairs, Arles, Paris Photo, Unseen, 
…

First put in the work, the network then will grow organically (more or less): you only need one 
person to say yes. It is okay to fail all other times.

Small connections help to construct a network – very hard to put this in an actual to-do list

It’s about privilege as well: going to Paris Photo e.g. is a barrier and costs a lot of money 
Financial investment is key, on top of motivation alone. Financial privilege is a big reality as well.

Stick to what you really want to do: go where you want to be (and where your content/practice 
belongs). Follow your own vision and look for like-minded people in other spaces, galleries, … 

Rein Deslé:

How do curators work and look at portfolios?

Know what the interest of the curator or the institution is. Look first at the profile of the curator and 
think about how he/she will view your work. A curator in a big institution has a certain amount of 
possibilities: big space, big shows, solo exhibitions,... Smaller galleries or spaces have a different 
take

Portfolio:  
Make sure the work is clearly communicated, think about the receiver. Show how you would 
translate your work into an exhibition, into the space. Same for a book: show visually what your 
book looks like

Juries, grants, prizes, masterclasses: 
Competitive system is difficult to match with artistic practices. Again each portfolio has to be 
accessible within a few minutes: tell the story right away 
Masterclasses are interesting for network and for reference on your CV

Studio visits: 
Look for opportunities to meet people physically. We need to create possibilities to open up this 
dialogue between the artistic field and the institutions. 
A safe space for professionals / artists to meet and exchange ideas. No specific outcome 
expected, just talking and having a dialogue between artist and curator. 
 



Ask questions indirectly: 
Who do you think could be interested in my work? Opens up a different kind of conversation 
because there’s no implications, less intimidating

About the platform: 
An online platform or list with all open calls and opportunities for photographers, to give direction 
for beginners especially: provide curated content, not only a list of information.

How can we share information to empower one another? How do we make it in such a way that it 
is a two way street – and about solidarity. It’s a matter of trust > act as colleagues rather than as 
competitors.

About photobooks 
At some point people were just making books to have their work out there, but distribution is very 
difficult: how do you get your book out there? 

Self-publishing: because you need a lot of money if you don’t have a publisher

Make the book that you want to make, not the one the publisher wants to make; downside is the 
absence of distribution deal: you have to contact the bookshops, festivals, book fairs yourself.

Small editions can be useful: it doesn’t always have to be a coffee table book. Don’t make a large 
edition if you self-publish, see it as a visitor’s card.

Try to publish in neighbouring countries. Relatively easy to look for a publisher abroad / 
international distribution.

Tips to go abroad with your work?

• Check Transartists.org for residencies abroad, Facebook group Fully funded residencies

• Important places to go to: Arles, Unseen, Paris Photo, Photo Espana, Photo London, 
Bilbao, Format Festival in Darby, Triennale in Hamburg, festival in Lodz, Monskronen in 
Sweden)

• Festivals might be open for a wider range of work

• Also free-lance curators are more open for a wide range of work

• Register for portfolio reviews organised by photo festivals

• Go to artbook fairs, Unseen, Paris Photo, Liège photobook festival, … take your dummy 
and present your work.

Kunstenpunt regularly invites international curators to connect with artists/photographers in 
Belgium. Also tries to organise a yearly rendez-vous in Arles. Not easy because of the context. Tips 
and ideas are welcome! 

Theme 6 ― Support and development
Moderator: Maarten Vanvolsem (LUCA School of Arts)
Speakers: Hanne Lamon (photographer), Johannes Elebaut (artist, lecturer), Anja Hellebaut 
(mentormentor), Mieke Coppieters (Beroepsfotografen.be) 
Report: Ine Vermeylen (Kunstenpunt)



There are many existing initiatives that support starting and active photographers in their 
development. In education too, there is a big task to give lifelong learning a place. Is it useful to 
build bridges between initiatives or to look for certain collaborations in order to strengthen existing 
initiatives? At the Support and development table, we will map out which initiatives already exist, 
how they are being promoted and where there are specific needs or blind spots.

What is the goal of the platform? We are wondering what the function of the platform is. 
How can we support you within this framework? 

We want to receive information from you!

What are your difficulties when you started + what didn't you find? 

For example: lots of diversity among photographers: artist / photographer. After finishing my 
education I was lost. I wanted to continue in this field. I had a lot of questions, but I didn't know 
where to ask them. Demonstrating the need for guidance, feedback and opportunities. A lot of 
people need this interaction. 5PK is a new collective, to help each other and to create their own 
network for themselves. She believes in dialogue.

Topics from the participants: 
• After school, there is a need for guidance 
• Portfolio 
• Lifelong learning  
• Networking  
• Advice  
• Promotion  
• Price setting 
• Infrastructuur 
• …  

Discussion 

• After graduation how can we look for a permanent place together? There are transactions, 
but how can we provide for each other? 

• How can you get funds? It’s quite difficult to find a good structure. It will take time from your 
creative space/work. What is already known to start such things and how can this 
knowledge be shared via the platform? There are already a lot of strong points. Also to 
provide feedback on each other's work (for example de Zilverbeek) is often about peer 
education. De Zilverbeek (Kiel) is a kind of volunteer work, especially in that place. 

• Growing network, different players, not just the creators. 
• There is someone who indicates that on the one hand he makes commercial work for a 

living, on the other hand he works on his free work in his spare time. 
• Being an artist is something that you can afford.  
• “Artiestenstatuut”: it was nice but uncomfortable. Is there anyone here who can change this. 

SOTA and NICC? Maybe this platform can take care of it? How can we report this to the 
government? 

• What about the distribution of photographers in the committee? How can we ensure that 
photography is perceived more as a fully-fledged artistic discipline? 

• Share how to submit applications for grants among yourselves? Support each other in this? 
• “You cannot get a grant if you make commercial work”. 
• Working on your strategy: entrepreneurship. 
• The platform should bring all of this together. Above all, we have to make sure that 

everyone is welcome! Both curators, museums, photographers, artists, producers,... 
• I would be a better artist if I could work on my artistic work 5 days a week. 
• We need more safety nets. 
• This is the reason I don't dare to have children! We need basic income! 
• Connection is essential! Find time and combine. That way we can free up so much new 

time for our artistic work. 
• I am also looking for someone to support me in my administration. Can't we find someone 

to do this for a few artists? Perhaps we will find inspiration here at “the community school”? 



What can we share with each other? For example, many schools are closed during 
evenings and weekends? How can we make use of that? 

• Open your own studio: with “a subscription or something” 
• There is a lot of space available but it is not accessible. Check "open space". 
• What happens to everything we collect here? Because otherwise we'll be saying the same 

thing in 5 years. This is the start day. 
• It is no coincidence that art colleges feel a responsibility to participate in this. 
• Very important! It starts with education! Also a topic that often came up in the inclusion 

session. 
• I need a lot of help in terms of communication. What can we learn from music? “Love to be 

free” (from Unizo) is one such place where you can go for this. I really don't know where to 
go next! 

• Physical meetings like this must keep coming, it must become a real platform. 
• We need people who make this work, “detachés” from organisations. This could be a trap! 

That is why it might be interesting to work with different working groups, for example: GKO 
(Gents Kunstenoverleg). We need a “Landschapstekening” of photography. Maybe we 
need to be careful with too much money. Not a new organisation; it just brings everything 
together.  

• Be careful! Because such a new institute is even more exclusive: the privileged few who 
know how to get in. We have to be careful to push everything into a structure again, keep 
the exes open! 

• It should be clear what the goal is. It must be clear how it is structured and what you can 
expect. There are so many different players here. This is very diverse. Clarity! 

• Is there a role for the industries? What can Canon mean for the platform? Learning? 
Sharing material? Should we no longer work cross-sector? 


